
Union and Dining Committee Agenda 

Wednesday November 5
th

, 2008 

6:00 pm 

MAC 105 

 

Present: Brad Fischer, Andy Locke, Shea Sternhagen, Alex Schrieber, Matt Kehl, Brianna 

Markowski, Sheila Schroeder, Nicole Manske, Rick Warpinski, Kevin Gilligan 

 

I. Information/Discussion Items 

a. Cold cup size concern: There was some concern about the matter of the 16 oz 

and 20 oz cold cups holding the same amount of liquid. Kevin said that there 

is actually a difference between the two if you fill the cups up to the line on 

the cup. If you are filling the 16 oz cups above that you may be able to get a 

few extra ounces into the cup.  

b. Political solicitation: Within the Union a group cannot approach an 

individual to hand out information. The information may be provided for 

people to come up and ask about on their own free will.  

i. Groups also cannot distribute food or drink items such as water, 

cookies or other perishable items to people. This is a breach of 

contract with Sodexo.   

II. Action Items 

III. Open discussion for Ideas/Concerns 

Union items: Hand dryers for the Union? Rick says that campus and union are looking 

into High Speed dryers that require less energy than the heat driers that are seen elsewhere on 

campus currently. 

Dinning Items:  

 Nutritional facts are provided for posted basic items that Sodexo provides. The 

customizable items are hard to say exactly since they vary. If someone wants to 

look up the nutritional fact for the customizable items they can be looked up on 

mindbodysoul.com. 

 The reason for a 25 cent charge for water cups is to cover the cost of the cup since 

biodegradable cups are more expensive 

Other items: 

 Bringing back the Green push: Green Bay campus is ahead of the curve on the 

green movement. Trying to advertise this to allow for people to know more about 

it.  

 

 

 


